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1. Introduction. In quantum field theory we must consider
the Hilbert space having non-countable bases which corresponds to a
sequence of non-negative integers (n, n.,...).
Since we can construct one-to-one mapping from the set of
the sequences (n, n,...) onto the points in 0, 1 interval [8, we
can identify these bases to [0, 1 interval.
be the element
Let 7 denote a point in 0, 1 interval and let
of the Hilbert space which corresponds to y. The element of this
Hilbert space is usually represented by the formulae flCrrdt(7) and
Cr, in [3], E4] and [6], where C, Cr are constants, and d/(’)
is a measure on E0, 1].
By single dz(r), however, we cannot represent every element of
this Hilbert space. That is to say, by a continuous measure dz(’),
we cannot represent the element of the second form. On the other
hand by the second form, we cannot represent the element of the
first form.
In this paper we take a Lebesgue measure dm() and represent
each element of the Hilbert space by the unified single expression
(cr + C
dm() using generalized distributions [7].
Our method of representation uses a L-space’s closure. But our
topology is weaker than L%topology.
2. New topology defined in L
Lemma 1. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the
sequence of non-negative integers (n, n.,...) and the point of interval
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Let’s consider the corresponding interval 0, 1]. Let LO,
denote the space of functions which are defined in the interval [0,
and belong to L
Let p,.o(X) denote the function
0 for Ix--x01>=/n
p..o(X)- kn
exp {--((/n)/((/n)
x--xo 1)]/5 for X--Xo I< (/n,
where is a positive constant and k is a constant which satisfies
exp --1/(1-- x)} dx--1.
the following equality:
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